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Abstract—Cloud Computing becomes an attractive proposition because of long-term potential advantage by reducing the cost of services and thereby gaining more business outcomes. It is capable of transferring facilities by using the internet in a secured manner economically. It has got interested from both industry and academia. The shared utilization characteristics enhance the functionalities of the hardware resources of cloud computing. By virtue of this feature, a cloud is being used by commercial and specific users to make available their data in form of either application or service. Security concern originates because of the sharing environment in which external administration for the migration of user’s assets takes place.

A comprehensive review in order to find major gaps and issues related to security comes under cloud computing has been tried to present. The issues belong to security and it’s possible countermeasure has been found out and present. The increased number of cloud services becomes the root cause of infrastructural complexity behind the services. For operating and managing this complex infrastructure effective monitoring is essential. After conducting the study I found the survey lacks the comprehensive analysis for the monitoring of the cloud. So this paper also includes the detailed discussion of monitoring systems for the cloud. Current platforms and services related to Cloud monitoring have been discussed which is needed for making informed decisions. This survey also includes the discussions belong to research platform required for cloud infrastructure so that the researchers can identify the appropriate way for simulation or prototype implementation for further evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is a model which allows a user to share computing resources on demand. This resource may include networks, servers, storage, applications and services under some managing capabilities or service provider interaction. It focuses on sharing computing resources instead of maintaining local servers or particular devices to handle applications.
This includes (1) How to trace the cloud server to provide safety mechanisms, (2) how to keep the sensitive information confidential (3) how to protect illegal operation from malicious insiders (4) how to protect against fraud, phishing and exploitation (5) how to maintain multi-tenancy under virtual working environments (6) How to introduce and implement legal jurisdiction for the users against the providers.

To meet the expectations of customer's privacy issues appropriate use of the information is needed. Different cloud scenario has different privacy issues. It is divided into four sub-categories [1] [2] [6] and introduced as (a) how to prevent from unauthorized resale during storage and processing of data under the environment of cloud,(b) how to provide data replications by avoiding loss of data , unauthorized modification or fabrication and leakage (c) How to fix responsibility to ensure legal requirements for personal information.

Under the distributed computing environments, for maintaining security mechanism trust issue is an essential substitute because trust includes many easy-going security attributes, like dependability, reliability, trustfulness, security, competence etc.

Our survey is different from the aforementioned surveys on the ground of its comprehensiveness, vast discussion on security related problems existing with the cloud environment, and highlights most recent techniques to counter the effect. I have discussed the major security concern in existing cloud computing environments in order to identify tangible and intangible challenges related to a user. Our specific contributions are: (a) to include the most recent survey related to significant privacy and security concern that pose serious challenges in prevailing cloud environment; and (b) trust challenges, potential security threats and privacy issues have been tried to eliminate by analyzing them.

Section 2 has the details of the architecture of Cloud computing framework. Section 3 has detailed discussion on cloud monitoring issues in the environment of cloud computing. Section 4 has the prevailing solutions in the contemporary literature related to Simulation software. Section 5 elaborates the challenges belong to cloud computing security. Section 6 gives light on discussions while the segment 7 completes the desired survey.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF CLOUD COMPUTING FRAMEWORK

Various computing technologies have been integrated under cloud computing so that user can avail the service reliably. To get a better understanding of the security concern introductory perceptions related to the cloud computing has been briefed.

Fig. 2: Cloud Model Overview.

2.1 Cloud computing Layers

2.1.1 Service: A service is a mechanism that is capable of providing one or more functionalities, which is possible to use in compliance with provider-defined restrictions and rules and through an interface (Ellinger, 2013).

2.1.2 Platform: A platform is a fundamental computer system that includes hardware equipment, operating systems, and, in some cases, application development tools and user interfaces on which applications can be deployed and executed.

2.1.3 Infrastructure: It refers to essential physical components needed by a system for demonstrating its functionality. In information systems, these components can contain processors, storage, network equipment, and, in some cases, database management systems and operating systems.

2.2 Cloud computing service models

This model briefly discusses the SPI services commonly termed as SaaS, PaaS and IaaS.

Fig. 3: Cloud Service Model

2.2.1 SaaS: A software or application that is executing on a vendor's infrastructure is recognized as a service provided that the consumer has limited permission to access; this provision is under thin client for sending data and receiving results and this hides the infrastructure of the application provider. Examples belong to this are Google Maps and Salesforce.com.

2.2.2 PaaS: This also known as cloud ware. This includes a platform for development having a set of services to support the design, to test the model, to deploy the application also to monitor and host on the cloud. This contains integrated
development environments (IDE) to allow the consumer to
develop acquired applications or software and manage their
configuration settings.

2.2.3 IaaS: The consumer has developed the required
applications and needs only a basic infrastructure. Under this
CSP provides infrastructure related to hardware. Provisioned
service has been offered to users by the virtualizing network,
computing power, and storage. Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure
Platform are the examples of IAAS layer.

2.3 Basic deployment models
This model represents a particular kind of cloud
environment, based on ownership, size, and access.

2.3.1 Public cloud: Public cloud allowing sharing of
resources among all the customers on the basis of payment
according to the resources used. Public cloud belongs to CSP.
In this approach, the cloud owner provides public services in
the vast majority of cases on the internet based on predefined
rules, policies, and a pricing model.

2.3.2 Private cloud: “The cloud under the administration of
a mono organization”. The physical infrastructure might or
might not be owned and administered by the organizational
body

2.3.3 Community cloud: Share resources among several
organizations by means of customer’s community. For example
used as the For the purpose of the mission, specific security
requirements, specific policy, and considerations etc.

2.3.4 Hybrid cloud: Group of a pair or more different
public, private, or community clouds led to the creation of a
different cloud model called a hybrid cloud. The participating
clouds maintain matchless entity position but share consistent
or named technology.

2.4 Fundamental Characteristics
Cloud computing offers services to the end users by
integrating different kinds of computing technologies. The
fundamental characteristics has been briefly discussed as
mentioned below

2.4.1 On-demand self-service- Users get required service
by means of CSP management interfaces and Web services
2.4.2 Broad network access- This allows the services,
application and data accessibility among the users.
2.4.3 Resource pooling- Allows sharing of resources among
users under multi-tenant environment.
2.4.4 Rapid elasticity- According to customer demands
scaling of resources are possible.
2.4.5 Measured service- On the basis of scaling of resources
usage of service is measured.
2.4.6 Multi-tenancy- A single resource can be used by
multiple users belong to homo or heterogeneous organization.

III. Monitoring of Cloud
Monitoring of Cloud is a most important activity for both
Providers and Consumers. This helps in preventing violations
and also provides QoS offered through the Cloud.

3.1 The importance of Monitoring of Cloud: To resolve the
issues of Cross-Layer Monitoring and network architectures
proper monitoring systems are desired. So in this section,

Cloud monitoring platforms have been discussed briefly. This
can be classified into commercial and open source platform

Table-1: Cloud Monitoring Platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform used for Cloud Monitoring</th>
<th>Commercial Platform</th>
<th>Open Source Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CloudWatch[7]</td>
<td>Nagios[16]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AzureWatch[8]</td>
<td>OpenNebula[17]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStatus[10]</td>
<td>Nimbus[19]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitis[12]</td>
<td>DARGOS[21]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogicMonitor[13]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneka[14]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroundWork[15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.1 CloudWatch: It is a monitoring service which focuses
on virtual platforms. Different kinds of monitoring information
are gathered by CloudWatch and this information is stored for
approximately two weeks.

3.1.2 Azure Watch: To monitor applications Windows
Azure SDK proposed a specific software library and key
performance metrics is being monitored with the help of Azure
resources

3.1.3 Cloud Kick: It is a duplet-Cloud management
platform having a moderate level of monitoring features and
metrics. It has monitoring and configuring capability with alert
systems to inform users in real.

3.1.4 Cloud Status: Cloud Status [10] is first independent
monitoring service which supports AWS and Google App
Engine. It monitors application performance of user providing
the trends of monitored metrics.

3.1.5 Nimsoft: It has a capability of monitoring private and
public Clouds including SLAs [12] belong to data centers. Its
main feature is completeness and scalability.

3.1.6 Monitis: Resources monitoring [12] is accomplished
using agents and informs consumers related to the performance
by means of sending alerts. Customization of a platform, it
deals with an API based on HTTP REST protocol.

3.1.7 Logic Monitor: Logic Monitor [13] is used for
monitoring virtualized infrastructures with the help of an
elastic multi-layer approach. It supports several environments
under virtualization for example Citrix Xen-Server, VMware
vSphere [22] and Cloud platform etc.

3.1.8 Aneka: Aneka [66, 23] is useful in developing,
deploying and managing Cloud applications including
monitoring by means of an extensible API. It has the basic
services for system monitoring in addition to others, Aneka
Clouds provide an assembly of services to interact with the
Cloud having monitoring functionality implementing in this
framework.

3.1.9 GroundWork: With the help of GroundWork [15] any
devices or virtual object or even servers and security devices
can be easily monitored. This monitoring is applicable for the
infrastructure and applications available in the virtual or
physical environment.
3.2 Platforms related to open source

The program which allows the user to use or modify the source code free of charge comes under the category of open source. In this programmers can modify the source code and share the changes with the community.

Following are the open source platforms related to cloud.

3.2.1 Nagios: Nagios [16] belongs to open source monitoring platform for Cloud infrastructures and capable to monitor virtual instances and repository services focusing on Extensibility.

3.2.2 OpenNebula: OpenNebula [17, 24] is toolkit which performs monitoring by means of a module called Information Manager to provide information to Cloud Providers.

3.2.3 CloudStack ZenPack: CloudStack by means of a Zenoss extension called ZenPack [25] monitors virtual and physical devices. XenServer, KVM, and Xen Cloud Platform have the compatibility with it. Timeliness is its main feature.

3.2.4 Nimbus: It is a tool for implementing infrastructure Clouds. Cloudinit.d and Context Broker related to this group.

3.2.5 PCMONS: The Private Cloud Monitoring System [20] is a tool to manage and monitor cloud. It consists of 7 modules as Node Information Gatherer, Cluster Data Integrator, Monitoring Data Integrator, VM Monitor, Configuration Generator, Monitoring Tool Server and User Interface.

3.2.6. DARGOS: DARGOS [21] is helpful to circulate resource monitoring information. It consists of Node Monitoring Agent (NMA) and Node Supervisor Agent (NSA).

IV. CLOUD SIMULATION SOFTWARE

Cloud testing as a Service "TaaS" is used for testing cloud-based web applications by simulated real-world web traffic. This includes for security, stress, load, performance, and interoperability. CloudSim, GreenCloud, NetworkCloudSim, CloudAnalyst, EMUSIM, SPECI, GROUDSIM, and DCSim etc. have been developed for performance analysis.

4.1 CloudSim: Extensible simulation framework used for simulation, modeling and experiment of infrastructures and application services belong to a cloud.

4.1.2 GreenCloud: The researchers can interact, observe and measure cloud performance using this.

4.1.2 NetworkCloudSim: It is an extended version of CloudSim, which is capable of implementing network layer in CloudSim, by reading BRITE file it can generate a topological network. It provides topology file which contains a number of nodes with different entities required in simulation [26]. In NetworkCloudSim [27], network CloudSim works properly as every entity is mapped to single BRITE node.

4.1.3 CloudAnalyst: This simulator is able to examine the behavior of large-scale Cloud applications having various deployment configurations and separating the simulation experimentation easily.

4.1.4 EMUSIM: It is a unified architecture to share service's behavior on cloud platforms.

4.1.5 SPECI: It is termed as Simulation Program for Elastic Cloud Infrastructure. Various aspects of scalability and performance of future data centers are analyzed by SPECI. It is assumed that when a size of data centers increases, then they do so in non-linear fashion, so it is required to analyze the behavior of such data centers.

4.1.6 GroudSim: It is event based simulator focusing IaaS but also able to support PaaS, or cloud storage [28].

4.1.7 DCSim: Its main aim is to simulate a data center hosting an Infrastructure as a Service cloud. DCSim is mainly focusing on virtualized data centers.

Fig. 4: Cloud Security Challenges.

After reviewing the previous related works Jeffery et al. [5] and others a modified framework to visualize security detail of a cloud system has been shown in Fig-4. Main aspects are Security groups, Security related to architecture, Security related to communication, Security related to contract and Legal view.

V. THE CHALLENGES BELONG TO CLOUD SECURITY

With the help of multi-tenancy and virtualization techniques resource pooling permits various users to use the same pool but because of this some risk in the system also been introduced. The data might be visible to other users and also tracing of operation is possible. Management interface might be accessed without authorization as compared to the traditional system. Virtual machines (VM) and VM escape can generate malicious cooperation. Also, SaaS applications
depend on PaaS and PaaS is depending on IaaS. The service model is operationally dependent which causes security challenges. Cloud specific susceptibilities and threats are more probable in the case of public, community and hybrid cloud because third party [29] has the administration of control for the different user's group. This needs more advanced security patterns.

5.1 Communication level challenges

With the help of internet cloud service are made accessible to the users. Data or application transmission take place between the customer and the cloud. The cloud has the internal communication between VMs.

Communication of cloud can be divided between customer and cloud (external communication) as well as within cloud (internal communication).

The challenges possessed due to external communication are the denial of service, IP Spoofing based flooding, and masquerading [30]. This can be resolved with the help of Internet Security Protocol (IPsec), algorithms of cryptography, Secure Socket Layer (SSL), detecting of Intrusion and preventive systems, cleaning of data movement, and by digital authentication mechanism using certificates [30].

5.2 Infrastructure level challenges

Allocation of network infrastructure components [31] and computational and storage resources respectively have been managed by resource pooling. Cross-tenant attack [32] is probably by dint of allocation of network infrastructure components. The IaaS service model can be affected by resource pooling characteristic of the cloud computing. There is no proper management of IP-based segregation of network and also it has not been associated with a specific group of users. Users have been allowed to manage their VMs [33] on the cloud by a role of super-user access. By dint of this permission, a user can get system IP or MAC address. IaaS network interfaces can be maliciously handled by the user and can introduce sniffing and spoofing attack over the network infrastructure.

5.2.1.1 Issues of Virtualization

Several customers can use the same physical resource under virtualization. Each user has a separate VM to provide an operating machine to the user. The same physical resources have been mapped to the several VMs to allow the resource pooling under the environment of multi-tenancy. Numerous operating systems can run concurrently on the same machine using VM monitor (VMM) or hypervisor. This leads security threats to the users under the cloud environment.

Under VM image sharing user can upload and download images from the repository. VM images sharing from the repositories can lead a serious risk if images having a malware can be uploaded by the user [34]. This can introduce malware in the cloud environment. Under VM isolation different VMs have the logical isolation, even though when user access the same physical resources there is a possibility of data breach and cross-VM attacks.

Under VM escape when a malicious user can be able to bypass hypervisor, called VM escape [35]. Under this attacker can get access to other VMs and make this down [34] and also can be able to get access to hardware storage. This is a major threat. When transferring VM from one physical device to other under running state is termed as VM migration. This can cause the data privacy and integrity concerns. VM can be rollbacked to the previous state according to need under virtualization. But this rollback facility can give rise to vulnerability [36].

Hypervisor/VMM is responsible for generating, isolate and manage virtual resources. Attackers can bypass security restrictions because of the bugs in the VMM. When a host system has an increasing number of VMs and most of them are in an idle state after instantiation, this situation is termed as VM sprawl which causes the resource wastage of the host system.

5.2.1.2 Challenges for Virtual network

A physical network having a logical network fabricated on itself is termed as Virtual Network which allows communication between VMs. The current technique Intrusion detection and prevention mechanisms are not significantly efficient to monitor traffic over it causing serious threats for the VMs. DoS attack, spoofing and sniffing threats cannot be successfully checked by it. The risk to stop leak has not been effectively managed by cryptographic keys to prevent sniffing and spoofing occurring on a virtual network [37] as a result the data under transmission posed by serious threats.

5.2.1.3. Data/storage issues:

The management of servers and data are being taken care by the service providers under an environment of a cloud. VMs can be controlled by a user with certain levels only [38]. There can be a threat related to data security. The risk regarding the privacy and accessibility of data under the cloud environment as compared to a conventional model of computing is more [28]. The data belong to a user can be accessed in an unauthorized way if one succeed to attack an individual entity. Because of this the data under process in addition to the data keep on hold come under the security threats [39]. Further due to multitenancy malicious users might successfully attack the data belong to other users during the phase of processing [12]. Because of the lack of advance technique for managing the standard key to secure the cloud, standard mechanism of cryptography cannot be used for the model of cloud computing for better scaling [11]. Therefore the cryptographic domain also enriches the major security concern belong to the data.

The users have been provided dynamic and on-demand provision of resources by the cloud by means of resource pooling. The resource sharing for a specific user can be allocated to a different user in the next span of time. By means of data recovery techniques, a malicious users can access the data belong to other users [33,41]. So the sensitive data related to the user have major security threats under this prevailing condition which gives rise to data retrieval vulnerability. If the storage devices have not been properly destructed this comes under improper media sanitization. Because of improper sanitization by the CSP, the data can be visible to security risk [27]. Multitenancy also causes device sanitization issues.

CSP must maintain the backup storage so that data can be retrieved easily under the adverse situation. In order to secure from accessing unauthorized way and tampering of data the backup storage must be protected nicely [42]. Customer data separation is termed as Data segregation. Data leak prevention (DLP) mechanism has been used by cloud service provider to prevent unauthorized access in case data segregation fails.
5.2.1.3.1 Solutions to Data Security Challenges:

Information security optimum solution can be obtained using Encryption. In order to manage access related to cloud computing distributed access control architecture can be employed to get the best result. To protect data privacy of computational task to cloud server fine-grained access control mechanism can be used. For computing large files having different sizes addressing remote data security RSA security techniques can give the best result. To protect unauthorized data access use of appropriate key management techniques can resolve the issue.

5.2.1.4 The security concern belong to application programming interface (API) and Web application:

APIs are responsible for bridging among the users and the services in the environment of a cloud. The securing management and accessibility belong to the services of a cloud have been highly influenced by APIs security [36]. The secured APIs is responsible for providing the access to cloud services protecting from a malicious user.

By means of APIs, the users can create or enhance the services [36]. APIs have been published by the CSP for marketing the features of their cloud. This ease the consumers to see the specific constituents and functioning belong to the cloud. But at the same time, cloud architecture might have been exposed to the attackers in some other way [36]. Therefore, insecurity of the APIs can be wearisome for both. The vulnerability of APIs causes pathetic security concerns in the applications [43].

5.2.1.5 Managing identity and access control:

The privacy and reliability of data, as well as services, is interrelated with the authentication management and accessing mechanism in the cloud scenario. The identity of a user and protecting the information from unauthorized access is remarkably significant [44]. Weak identification management and access mechanism give rise to many security concerns as denial of service , inadequate authorization verification, validation across a domain, and griddling attacks related to XML.

5.3 Contractual and legal levels challenges:

Putting the data as well as applications related to the organization under the control of CSP administrator causes many security issues like performance guarantee, Laws of regulation conformity, geographic rules, supervision of contractual induction etc. These are the challenging legitimacies.

5.3.1. Legal issues:

One of the main reason of jurisdiction conflict is an availability of CSP resources in various geographical location[45]. When the data has been migrated between the locations having different laws, the configuration of security policy compliance is more difficult with new legitimate rules. Other user's confidentiality might be breached under this case [4, 46].

Table-2: Counter measure of Cloud security challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Counter Measure</th>
<th>Proposed Scheme</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication issues in cloud</td>
<td>Architecture to monitor VM integrity and infrastructure constituents</td>
<td>Safeguards network and component of infrastructure, avoid cross VM attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM issues in cloud</td>
<td>VM image management system</td>
<td>Protects from illegal accessing control, data removal and malware protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy and integrity of VM images</td>
<td>Protects from unauthorized accessing control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HyperCoffer</td>
<td>Protects against VM rollback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scheme related to VM migration mechanism</td>
<td>Secures and trustful preserving maintaining privacy and integrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scheme for VM migration based on VMTP Protocol</td>
<td>Maintains privacy and integrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model for security context and migration of VM</td>
<td>Maintains privacy and integrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>HyperCheck, an Integrity monitor tool.</td>
<td>Provides security against rootkit DoS and evasion attacks maintaining low scalability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>SplitVisor</td>
<td>Protects VM and securing it from VM hoping and useless migrations maintaining medium scalability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Storage issues in cloud**

| [67] | SecCloud | For storage security and privacy having medium scalability. It also supports computational audit. |
| [57] | FADE | Data privacy and integrity which has high scalability and provide assured deletion |
| [58] | TimePRE | Secures data sharing in cloud |
| [54] | Access management for cloud application | For Authentication, Authorization and Accounting |
| [59] | Cloud application integrity scheme | Provides application Integrity and platform integrity |
| [60] | API management platform | Secures cloud APIs for Access control |

**Managing Credential and administration of accessing strategies**

| [61] | HASBE (Hierarchical Attribute-Set-Based Encryption) | Accessing control technique for cloud storage |
| [62] | Role based accessing scheme | Allows access of cloud resources on the basis of role |
| [66] | SPICE identity management framework | Maintains Group Signature |
| [63] | Identity management framework | Provides Authentication and Access administration |
| [64] | Framework related to reaction for change in security at runtime | Provides monitoring and enforcement |
| [65] | SPECS | SLA based approach for maintaining negotiation monitoring and enforcement |

**VI. Discussions**

The above-mentioned issues discussed related to security elaborates conventional security concerns as well as the novel issues pertaining to the cloud by means of new technologies and practices. Data secrecy, application services as well as networking and communication belong to conventional issues. Virtualization, multi-tenancy, and shared resource pooling is the root cause of novel issues. For monitoring the traffic passing through a virtual network a strategy is needed to protect from malicious information flow. Still, there are certain open issues even after intensive research efforts that need proper attention to provide a secure cloud environment. The most important one is developing a compact security arrangement that meets all required security concern related to cloud. At the bottom level, for obtaining the required security solution it is mandatory to get a system for harmonizing different security solution. Using shared pool unauthorized access can be checked but due to dynamic nature of the resource and heterogeneous nature of services access control system becomes more complex. There is a procedure to map the identity of the organization to the cloud and it needs some time for translating this identity related to a cloud that affects the security and access control. In addition to this, we need an integrated tool for auditing and assurance to ensure better policy arrangement among various concerned entities. Multi-tenancy has been used for optimization of resource utilization but one of the major threat posed to the cloud is by the multi-tenancy itself which need to be fixed. The conflict related to SLA and their integration with legal concern is still not fully resolved. The issues related to audit still requires more work to confirm whether service level is encountered as it has been guaranteed in SLA or not. The customers want to switch their digital resource for many reasons over the cloud. However, this migration is not a simple task. It requires standard formats and
protocols to assist customer during migration of data and application. In this perspective to avoid insider attacks identification of indicators becomes important to research area. The classification technique to find the standard and malicious user related to the cloud come under the new area of research. Although both the users and CSPs have the advantage of security solutions, but this lead to computation performance and pricing issue. The balance between the security needs, performance and cost must be maintained for finding security solutions. We have performed careful analysis related to cloud monitoring and their main activities concerning the security. The main platform including commercial and open source and its related service to indicate how they relate to such issues. The work in these areas will highly appreciable for helping them in order to accomplish quantifiable and practical analysis and provide the best option before migration of data on the cloud.

Conclusions

Though cloud computing has multiple advantages but the security concerns hamper the user to adopt it fastly. It is well-known facts for all users regarding the security threats prevailing in the cloud. Various users can be able to share same physical resources by means of multi-tenancy and virtualization. But this leads to cloud specific threats. Various legal issues arise related to users data and application because of the geographical extent of cloud computing. Owner organization has the limited administrative control because of this managing identity and accessing control belong to a digital resource of the organization have distinguishing forms in cloud computing.

The security threats which comes under sharing, virtualization, and public cloud have been elaborated and subsequent techniques have been presented as a counter measure. The security service scope has been specifically highlighted in the present analysis delivered by enriched techniques. The above-mentioned discussion makes light on related issues and further motivating the research community for future work.
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